Individual base model of predator-prey system shows predator dominant dynamics
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Abstract

Individual base model of predator-prey system is constructed. Both predator and prey species have age structure and cohorts of early reproductive age have competitive advantage. The model has linear functional response in predation behavior and includes the effect of interference among predators and delay of population growth from resource intake, not by functional response but by calculation procedure. Each foraging action is calculated successively and surplus or scarce of acquired resources is interpreted into population size through individual birth and death. This model shows that biomass of prey killed by predator is dependent on demand of predator and that heterogeneity in predator population is essential in persistency and stability of predator-prey system. Heterogeneity of predator makes predator individuals of less competing ability die rapidly. Rapid death of weak individuals causes rapid decrease of total demand of predator and that makes enough room for survived predators. Therefore, the biomass of killed prey is dependent on predator's demand. As young or infant population of predator are the more vulnerable to shortage of prey, and when many of them cannot survive to reproductive age, they can stabilize the system by wasting excessive prey with only temporal numerical increase of predator population. © 2000 Elsevier Science Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Mass action models based upon Lotka–Volterra equations (Lotka, 1925; Volterra, 1926) have been adopted in many works as a model for predator-prey system. Most simple models of these conventional ones assume that all individuals within each species are identical in trophic dynamics and that predator’s feeding rate (the functional response) depends on prey density alone. These models make a prediction known as the paradox of enrichment, which was termed by Rosenzweig (1971). The prediction is that enrichment of the prey population by increased prey carrying capacity will result in limit cycle oscillation that grow rapidly in amplitude with further enrichment. May (1972), Gilpin (1972, 1975) and Yodzis and Innis (1992) modeled it.
Both field data and laboratory experiments provide little support for this prediction. Most natural populations seem to lack such regular fluctuations (Pimm, 1991). On the other hand, simple experiments in a microcosm show two species predator-prey system in a closed system can hardly persist (Gause, 1934) as Gilpin (1975) and Yodzis and Innis (1992) questioned whether such cycling systems as had sensitivity of amplitude to enrichment could persist.

There are some explanations to account for this inconsistency between theory and observation. These are: (1) the prey consist of two species and only one of which is edible (Phillips, 1974; Leibold, 1989; Kretzschmar et al., 1993); (2) prey has invulnerable class like staying within a refuge (Huffaker, 1958; Scheffer and de Boer, 1995; Abrams and Walters, 1996); and (3) the predator population density has a negative effect on its own per capita population growth rate (Gilpin, 1975; Arditi and Ginzburg, 1989; Berryman, 1992; Gutierrez, 1992).

The first and the second explanations include invulnerable part of prey and donor-controlled dynamics are usually strongly stabilizing (Pimm, 1982). But the first has the problem that invulnerable prey species can only have dilution effect on enrichment of prey carrying capacity and that further enrichment will cause a paradox of enrichment effect (Kretzschmar et al., 1993). As for the second explanation, Royama (1992) and Berryman et al. (1995) claimed many of such models usually violate the minimal conditions for a credible predator-prey model. The third is criticized that it lacks a plausible mechanism (Abrams, 1994; Murdoch, 1994; Sarnelle, 1994; Abrams and Walters, 1996).

These models are focussed on difference of stock of each trophic level after a unit time as functions of stock or ratio of adjacent trophic level and stabilizing effects are required to prey structure. On the other hand, Matsuno and his colleagues showed trophic dynamics is more stable when consumer causation is dominant than when supplier causation is dominant, by using a model focused on inter-level trophic flows which are influenced both by consumer and by supplier (Matsuno, 1995; Matsuno and Ono, 1996).

In this study, I tried to construct a model that was driven by consumer behavior. In order to investigate more detail focusing on trophic flow dynamics, I tried to construct an individual base model for predator-prey system. The model assumes that both predator and prey will continue foraging trials as consumers until they get enough food to achieve the maximal rate of increase or until the number of trials reach the maximum they can carry out within a unit time and that they have age structure.

2. Model

The model of this study is the individual base, successive calculation model. Every foraging action is calculated successively one by one. On each foraging action, one consumer and one resource are selected stochastically, respectively according to intra-species competitive ability, and whether the foraging action is successful or not is also determined stochastically. Individual weight is defined to indicate nutritional status and total acquired resources in a unit of time results in increase or decrease of individual weight. Number of offspring and starvation is calculated through increase or decrease of individual weight.

Fig. 1(a) shows the basal model structure of this study. Trophic energy or resources flow from lower levels to upper levels and out to environment. In this study, the upper two levels are mainly analyzed as predator-prey system though there are three trophic levels formally. The lowest level is settled as constant volume in each calculation just to rule the prey carrying capacity.

Fig. 1(b) shows the detailed view of the model. Each level has over-lapped generations with age structure and cohorts are functional units for dynamics. They compete within their level to satisfy their demand. They bear new offspring at reproductive periods and offspring from all cohorts makes one new cohort.

Each cohort has three characters to describe its status. The first is age, which is required to present age structure and parameters which describe resource demand, metabolic rate and so on are set as age-specific. Parameter setting will be
Fig. 1. Model structure. (a) Basal model structure, (b) detail of model structure and (c) fixed parameters (boxed) and calculating variables (bold).
described in more detail in a later paragraph. The other two are population size and individual weight. These two enable us to distinguish mass and number of population. The age is added one every step and the population size and the individual weight are recalculated according to gain or loss at every step.

2.1. Parameters

There are three trophic flows into or out of a trophic level. The first is intake flow from the adjacent lower level. The second is outward flow to the adjacent upper level. The third is outward flow to outside of the trophic chain or web, which is composed of intake loss, metabolism loss and death not caused by predator but by disease, accidental injury or starvation. And when cohorts are treated as functional units, one more flow between the units within each level is needed, presentation to newborns at reproductive period. Fig. 1(c) shows all fixed parameters (boxed) and calculating variables (bold) in this study.

For the first, minimum weight is defined for each age. It should be used as reference for birth, growth and death by starvation. Regarding the other parameters, they are associated with each trophic flow. For the first flow, cohorts act as consumer. In this model, three parameters are settled for action of consumer — that is maximum of foraging trials, maximum resource demand and foraging efficiency which means competitive coefficient which determines order of priority in foraging action among the same level individuals. For the second flow, the level acts as supplier. Two parameters are set for property of supplier, encounter rate to predator and captured rate when encountered. For the third flow, there are two different aspects. One is quantitative aspect such as metabolism loss and intake loss. The other is numerical aspect that means individual death. As for intake loss, it was removed from intake volume by multiplying a fixed constant to the volume in all calculation. Metabolic loss was defined proportional value to three quarter power of weight in arbitrary unit, which is equivalent to unit of intake. For individual death, only starvation was considered and death by disease and accidental injury was excluded in order to drive the simulation by only trophic flow dynamics. Dead population by starvation is calculated through its weight referring to the minimum weight of its age. For the intra-level flow, which means propagation by delivery and establishment of a new cohort. No parameters are set for this flow because number of newborn is determined by individual weight and minimum weight of each cohort at reproductive period.

Actual value of parameters is determined as follows. For the first, minimum weight is defined for each age, according to growth curves of 3 and 7kg weight mammals for prey and predator, respectively. Then metabolism loss is defined proportional value to three quarter power of minimum weight in arbitrary unit, which is equivalent to unit of intake. This value means the minimum demand to live on. The maximum demand is settled as the value that has just enough surplus above metabolism loss in order to bear maximum number of offspring every reproductive period. These three fixed parameters are basically monotonous grow from birth to full grown up, and after grown up they are plateau. However, minimum weight just before reproductive period is raised by the surplus equivalent to requirement to bear one offspring per a couple per reproductive period to assure that new generation would be born. The other parameters both as consumer, foraging efficiency and maximum of foraging trials and as supplier, encounter rate and captured rate are defined as fixed ones for each of the two species, predator and prey, respectively. They are determined arbitrarily, as populations that are at early reproductive age are advantageous in competition within the level.

2.2. Foraging trials

In this study, whether each foraging action is successful or not is determined stochastically according to consumer’s status and its environment instantaneously at the time. Then each result is summed up for every cohort, and individual weight and population size of a cohort are calculated by the sum.
Predator's foraging action is simulated as follows. (1) One cohort of predator is chosen stochastically according to product of foraging efficiency and population size. (2) One cohort of prey is chosen stochastically according to product of encounter rate and population size. (3) Whether or not the predation between the predator and the prey is successful is determined stochastically according to captured rate of the prey. (4) Three steps described above are repeated until maximal demand is fulfilled or foraging trial reaches the maximum during a unit time for every cohort of predator.

Though many predators with different foraging efficiencies will compete with one another and make trials to get a prey simultaneously in actual ecosystem, it is difficult to simulate as it is. Therefore, as an alternative method, a cohort of consumer is selected one by one sequentially according to competitive ability of each cohort. The product of foraging efficiency and population size of a predator cohort means relative size of the cohort that would be observed by internal observers within the dynamics. When mass of prey that a cohort gets reaches per capita maximum demand, the population size of the cohort is subtracted one on calculating the product of foraging efficiency and population size. The probability that a certain cohort (Pi) is selected is:

$$\text{Pi} = \frac{\text{FEi} \times \text{PSci}}{\sum (\text{FEi} \times \text{PSci})}$$

where FEi is foraging efficiency and PSci is population size of a cohort of consumer.

At the step 2, the product of encounter rate and population size of a prey cohort means relative size of the cohort that would be observed by internal observers within the dynamics. When total prey population is small, predator may fail to find any of prey. When total prey population is large enough, predator can encounter one of prey without fail at every foraging trial. The probability that a certain prey cohort (Pj) is selected is:

$$\text{Pj} = \frac{\text{ERj} \times \text{PSsj}}{\sum (\text{ERj} \times \text{PSsj})}$$

where ERj is encounter rate and PSsj is population size of a cohort of supplier, threshold is relative size of the total supplier when it reaches saturation for consumer search.

If predation is successful, the selected cohort of consumer gets food by the individual weight of the chosen supplier and the number of foraging trials of the consumer population is added one, and the population size of the chosen supplier cohort is subtracted one. When predation is not successful, only addition to the number of foraging trials of consumer is performed. Every probability used in these steps is calculated every time.

On predation trial by prey, basically the same procedure as predation by predator is done. However, as basal resource has only its volume, the probability on the second step (Search supplier) is defined as below.

$$\text{P} = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{when threshold < resource volume} \\ \text{resource volume/threshold} & \text{when threshold > resource volume} \end{cases}$$

And when a cohort of prey finds a basal resource, it can be taken without fail. The resource volume decreases every successful predatory by prey.

2.3. Growth and propagation

Growth and propagation is calculated according to gain and loss of each cohort. Numbers of birth and death by starvation are determined by comparing individual weight of each cohort with minimum weight of its age.

Total gain of a cohort is determined by summing up results of all foraging trial. When the total gain of a cohort during a step time is more than metabolism loss, the individual weight of the cohort increases. When the gain is less than metabolic necessity, the weight decreases until it reaches the minimum at the age. When total gain of a cohort is less than the need to maintain its weight over the minimum at its age, a part of the cohort should die by starvation and its population size should decrease to the number that can keep the minimum weight on its gain. At its birth, population size of each cohort is maximum num-
ber and then monotonically decreases by predation and starvation.

At reproductive period, if one’s weight has surplus over the minimum weight of its age, it will bear its offspring according to the surplus. Offspring from all reproductive age populations are gathered and make a new cohort. The weight corresponding to babies and secundina is subtracted from individual weight of the parental populations according to the number of offspring. Reproductive period comes every four step times for prey, and every 12 step times for predator. Maximum of brood size is six for prey and seven for predator. Prey can be reproductive from age eight to 48 every four period. Predator can be reproductive from age 12 to 96 every 12 period.

3. Dynamics

On fixed basal resource volume that range from $1 \times 10^4$ to $4 \times 10^5$, the dynamics of prey population only and both prey and predator populations are calculated. The dynamics of prey population starts from one cohort of 10 young prey individuals as the initial condition and has calculated for 400 steps on each basal resource volume. The last 300 steps are used for analysis. The dynamics of predator-prey system starts with the total population of prey at the last step of the prey only dynamics and one cohort of 10 young predator individuals as initial conditions. The dynamics has calculated for 1350 steps on each basal resource volume. And the last 1200 steps are used for analysis. Fig. 2 shows average and CoV (coefficient of variance) value of total prey population size on the population dynamics with or without predator as a function of basal resource. And Fig. 3 shows the population dynamics at $1 \times 10^5$ (relatively poor condition) and $3 \times 10^5$ (relatively enriched condition) of basal resource.

Prey population can live on over $4 \times 10^4$ of basal resource and $9 \times 10^4$ or more of basal resource is needed to support predator population on prey population. The average of total population size of prey without predator increases but the CoV value of that is flat as the volume of basal resource increases. On the contrary, on dynamics with predator, increase of the average of population size of prey is limited but the CoV value of that increases as the volume of basal resource increases. It means that the paradox of enrichment is clearly observed on this model dynamics. On the other hand, however, the increase of the CoV value accompanied with enrichment of basal resource is not monotonous. Though the amplitude of population size oscillation under the enriched condition is larger than that under the poor condition, the height of peaks on the enriched condition varies at every surge. Under the enriched condition, the population size of prey may sometimes blows up to near the size without predator on the certain basal volume and can sometimes stay around the equilibrium of flows in and out for rather long duration. It means that the basal resource volume determines the highest peaks of prey population size, and the maximum amplitude of oscillation and the CoV value grow as the volume of basal resource grows. On the other hand, the equilibrium of flows is determined

![Fig. 2. Average and coefficient of variance of prey population size with or without predator.](image)
by only interaction between prey and predator populations when basal resource volume is higher than the volume that preys need for the equilibrium. When the duration that the population sizes are kept around the equilibrium is so long that the CoV value is kept relatively low.

4. Domination on inter-level flow

To see which consumer or supplier is the dominant causation to control inter-level flow, it is calculated how much inter-level flow volume increases or decreases when prey or predator population size changes. For the first, the inter-level flow volume is calculated by total prey weight that is killed by predatory for serial 100 step. Then the inter-level flow volume is calculated at every 100 step as prey or predator population size varies by 10% each, from 60 (−40%) to 140% (+40%), independently. And ratio of the inter-level flow volume at 140%/that at 60% at every 100 step is also calculated. These calculations are made under the poor condition (basal resource volume $1 \times 10^5$) and the enriched condition (basal resource volume $3 \times 10^5$), respectively.

Fig. 4(a) and (b) show the range of inter-level flow volume for every 100 step under the poor condition by altering either of the prey or the predator population size, respectively, and Fig. 4(c) shows the ratio of flow volume at 140%/that at 60% for each 100 step. When the range is wide and the ratio is high, it means the altered population is dominant at the step on determination of the flow volume. And on the contrary, if the altered population is less dominant or independent upon determination of the flow volume, the range should be narrow and the ratio low. The original flow volume at 100% shows major peaks every 12 months and some minor peaks every four months. The major peaks every 12 months correspond to predator reproductive periods and the minor peaks do to prey reproductive cycle though minor peaks would sometimes be unrecognizable and flat. The range from 60% to 140% by altering prey population is narrow, especially the upper range from 100% to 140%, except the duration of major peaks. On the other hand, the range by altering predator population is wide and the upper range width over 100% and the lower range width below 100% are substantially the same though the upper range become small during the major peaks. The ratio of flow volume at 140%/that at 60% in prey is low around 1.0 but raised during the predator reproductive periods. And that in predator is higher than 2.3 and slightly brought down at its reproductive periods. These results indicate that, under the poor condition, the consumer causation is mainly dominant on the determination of inter-level trophic flow and that the supplier causation is effective only just after predator’s reproductive period that the consumer population is crowded by new born offspring.

Fig. 5(a) and (b) show the range of inter-level flow volume for every 100 step under the enriched condition by altering either of the prey or the
predator population size, respectively, and Fig. 5(c) shows the ratio of flow volume at 140% that at 60% for each 100 step. Even under the enriched condition, the consumer causation is mainly dominant on the determination of inter-level trophic flow all through population size oscillation. However, during the shrinking phase after the peak of population size, the contribution of supplier causation is relatively high and during growing phase, the contribution of prey less effective.

Fig. 4. Limitation on predator intake volume on the poor condition. (a) Causation of prey, (b) causation of predator and (c) comparison between causation of prey and predator.
5. Discussion

5.1. Prey dependent, ratio dependent or predator dependent

There has been presented two types of predator-prey models, prey-dependent model and ratio-dependent model. The former describes that functional response of predator as function of prey density and the latter does as function of prey/predator ratio. But the result of this study shows that the biomass of killed prey is determined only by maximum of predator consumption in most of steps as shown in Figs. 4(c) and 5(c).
Prey-dependent models are essentially based on Lotka–Volterra equations that assume homogeneous individuals. They have been employed extensively as conventional models of predator-prey system. Since the functional response describes the behavior of searching predators, the function is prey-dependent. Predator zero-growth isocline of such models is vertical to prey axis and the paradox of enrichment arises from the isocline.

Ratio-dependent models have several theoretical aspects. Leslie (1948) and Berryman (1992) adopted a logistic predator equation that included predator-prey ratio. Arditi and Ginzburg (1989) arrived at ratio-dependent predation through modification of the functional response, and Gutierrez (1992) made a ratio-dependent model by combining the physiological process of energy allocation with random search for prey. Ratio-dependent models are built by considering different time scale between searching behavior and population growth and interference among predators, and their right slanting predator isocline can avoid the paradox of enrichment.

In this study, I made the individual base model, which has prey-dependent linear functional response and includes interference among predators and delay of population growth from resource intake by not functional response but calculation procedure. The structure of total predation in a unit of time is similar to one of ratio-dependent models, metabolic pool model (Gutierrez, 1992). However, it is only when both predator and prey populations are composed of a single cohort and abundance of prey is not enough for predator’s maximum consumption that the biomass of prey killed by predation is linear to the ratio of prey/predator. As for the ratio in this study, the numerator is the expected value of killed prey biomass per one foraging trial and the denominator is total of maximum of foraging trials of predator. According to prey abundance, demand of predator is measured in two ways. It is described by its maximum consumption with enough prey or evaluated by maximum number of foraging trials on resource shortage. Since the threshold between the two is different among predator cohorts, the killed prey biomass is not proportional to the ratio when several predator cohorts exist. Regard for prey, change rate of expected value coupled by predation is different among prey cohorts according to their individual weight and ratio-dependency is skewed when there are several prey cohorts.

Besides these reasons, as cohorts of less competing ability reduce their population size rapidly, cohorts of more competing ability can get enough prey at most of steps. Therefore, the prey biomass taken by predator is determined by predator population.

5.2. Mass and number

Trophic flow dynamics is essentially mass dynamics and population dynamics is dynamics of number. Therefore, trophic population dynamics includes complicated relation between mass and number. For example, the inter-level flow between prey and predator means decrease of number for prey and increase of mass for predator. It is an important problem how to interpret flow mass into change of population size in number and how to estimate effect of number of population on mass of flows.

Predator-prey trophic models previously described as mathematical equations have solved it simply by treating all values as mass. The model of this study, each value of stock and flow keeps its character as number or mass. However, in total population size, there is not definitive difference between mathematical models and the model of this study since total biomass is nearly parallel to population size because the range of individual weight is not wide through major part of population. As for predatory, foraging behavior of this study is just prey-dependent and assumptions on ratio-dependent theories are also included.

The most crucial difference between mathematical models and the individual base model is the manner of predator decrease. Metabolic loss is given as a prey independent decline term. In mathematical models, it is described as constant predator decline rate. It means that the constant proportion of predator must survive even in the absence of the prey. On the other hand, in individual base model, metabolic loss affects on individual weight, i.e. decline of mass, and when
individual weight cannot be kept over minimum weight, the decline of mass is interpreted into the decline of number as death by starvation. If predator population has no structure and each individual is identical, as is the case on mathematical models, it is possible that all individuals should die at once by just a mouthful shortage. It is of major importance that the predator population consists of sub-populations that have different status in competitive ability. That means that some should die rapidly and that some should manage to survive rather long on small prey population.

In the introduction, three explanations are stated about inconsistency between theory and observation on the paradox of enrichment. This model proposes the fourth explanation that predator has several classes that has different vulnerability to starvation. Since the model of this study has one prey species, here would be no discussion about the first explanation that the prey consists of two species of edible and inedible. Efficacy of the second explanation, prey has invulnerable class, is confirmed again. In this study, prey population has age structure and cohorts at early reproductive age are less vulnerable. This feature forms temporal refuge. When the vulnerability is fixed for all ages, the range of the basal resource volume that allow predator population to last is very narrow because of typical paradox of enrichment effect (data not shown). As well as prey, the predator cohorts of young adult are advantageous in intra-species competition. This temporal refuge for predator is essential to the sustainability and when the parameters for foraging activity are constant for all ages, predator can persist for only short duration and then extinct (data not shown). This means the third explanation, the predator population density has a negative effect on its own per capita population growth rate, is insufficient by itself. It is needed to stabilize predator-prey system that the negative effect of interference among predator should appear in heterogeneous predator population. That is the fourth explanation proposed here.

At the equilibrium condition, mathematical models indicate per-capita growth rate is zero in biomass density, i.e. mass value. But individual base model needs balance in number, too. It is necessary to accomplish the equilibrium that some predator individuals can reproduce their offspring with getting enough resource and some are going to die by resource shortage at the same time.

5.3. Per-capita approach and individual base approach

Because population dynamics arises from interactions between individual organisms, Berryman (1981) and Getz (1984) have argued that the equations should be derived as per-capita rates of change and the models are ratio-dependent type. The individual base model is similar to the per-capita model at the point of focusing on individual attitude. Concepts and assumptions used in this study are not new except for the individual base, successive calculation structure. In spite of the same assumptions, the results are definitely different. The inter-level flow between predator and prey depends on neither prey density nor prey-predator ratio but the number of predator. And it is shown that heterogeneity in predator population is essentially important in persistency and stability of predator/prey system.

These results arise from the characteristic predator dynamics by the individual base model. On the individual base model, predator individuals are more vulnerable to starvation than on mathematical models. In resource shortage, rapid death of weak individuals causes rapid decrease of total demand of predator and that makes enough room for survived predators. This is the reason why the biomass of killed prey is dependent on predator’s demand at most steps. The paradox of enrichment is caused by overshoot of predator’s numerical response. There are two aspects of numerical response, one is on predation and the other is on reproduction. Newborn individuals affect immediately on predatory, but it is only after they mature that they participate into reproductive population. As young or infant population of predator are the more vulnerable to shortage of prey, and when many of them cannot survive to reproductive age, they act as opportunistic population even within equilibrium species. They can stabilize the system by wasting
over-equilibrium prey without recursive and long lasting numerical increase.

Mathematical equation model is built from the viewpoint of outside observer. On the other hand, individual base, successive calculation model is constructed on the viewpoint of inside observer. Organisms are essentially inside observers and their behavior is dependent on not only their environment but also their own state and decisions. There are two partings of ways in calculation procedure of the individual base model. One describes limitation of consumption and means consumer can cease foraging by its decision. The other describes the turning point on effect of resource shortage from loss of weight to death. Both reflect peculiar response of organisms that they may show different reactions under the same environment. These reaction changes make discontinuity and the point of change is not stable. The individual base model is able to reflect status of individuals and represent the discontinuity precisely, whereas per-capita models can hardly since they integrate various responses into one ‘per-capita rate’. This integration is the parting way between the individual approach and per-capita approach.

6. Conclusion

The model in this study is constructed based on individual behavior as consumer. Foraging trials will repeat until killed prey biomass reaches maximum consumption of predator or the number of trials reaches maximum in a unit of time. These two limitations and the discontinuity between them are judged by consumer side. Only consumer can decide to make a foraging trial. In addition to this, the other discontinuity on resource shortage is mainly associated with predator since prey should be eaten by predator so that prey would merely meet resource shortage. Many of works about the paradox of enrichment have focused on the prey refuge i.e. spatial or temporal heterogeneity in prey population. But in this study, it is indicated that consumer causation is dominant on inter-level flow volume and heterogeneity amongst predator is important on persistency and stability of predator-prey systems. Therefore, the diversity of predator is no less important than that of prey in stabilization of the predator/prey dynamics. The focus of analysis for predator/prey system should also be put on predator.
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